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To determine /jl for another lubricant or running fit allowance it is cnly necessary to vary C inversely as the running fit allowance (e.g., double it for a running fit allowance of .0005 inch per inch of diameter) and to vary it directly as the viscosity of the lubricant. Measured with the Engler viscosimeter the oil used by Stribeck had a viscosity at 86° F., 20 times that of water at 68° F.; and at 104° F., n times that of water ^t 68° F.
This equation agrees exactly with Tower's results with sperm oil, and very closely with his results on mineral oil,* remembering that he has no temperature factor, since his experiments were carried out at approximately uniform temperature. It also agrees exactly with Hirn's equation f except for this temperature factor.
The equation has been thoroughly checked on the experimental data of Stribeck f and holds for speeds from 50 to 500 ft. per minute.
For higher speed bearings it is evident that as the velocity increases to infinity y becomes equal to the radial allowance, a, irrespective of any finite variation in p. The result would be that at very high speeds the coefficient of friction would vary directly as the viscosity at the bearing temperature, t, directly as the velocity, and inversely as the pressure,
r)V     ^ .
/.  n = — a being constant. pa
This form seems corroborated by the form of the curves at 7 = 8oo ft. per minute in Stribeck's Figs. 7 and 17. Lasche § for high-speed bearings with copious lubrication claims that
C
^ =	   for 7^2000, and this is frequently quoted in the
p(t -32)
^1.2
form jjl = -~-^—- for high-speed bearings. But some of Lasche's
	P(t ~32)	__
* Thurston, " Friction and Lost Work," p. 313.
t Unwin, " Machine Design," 1909, p. 232.
t Z. d. V. d. L, 1902.
§ " Traction and Transmission," Vol. 6.

